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A $15.8 billion dollar bidding war for Salix Pharmaceuticals just came to a dramatic end as Valeant
Pharmaceuticals beat Endo International with an all-cash offer for the company. While some sectors would view
this as game changing, the pharmaceutical industry is beginning to see this as status quo. In 2015, pharma
deals have, “reached $59.3 billion, a 94% increase over that same period a year ago, and the highest value for
this stage in any year since 2009,” according to Thompson Reuters. Given the flurry of merger and acquisition
activity in the life science space over the past few years, this is not surprising to many pharmaceutical regulatory
and compliance attorneys. After having lived through three acquisitions in 18 months, a California lawyer
recently joked that the same company has laid her off twice without her ever having worked for it.

The spike in mergers and acquisitions in pharma is beginning to make the industry look more like a pyramid
where more companies develop drug molecules at the bottom than commercialize drug products at the top. This
shift has many in the space wondering what exactly is happening and how it will affect health care in the short
and long-term.

In this March 4, 2015 photo, research scientist Tony Huang works in a laboratory at Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc. in San Diego. The
global pharmaceutical industry is pouring billions of dollars into developing treatments for rare diseases, which once drew little

interest from major drugmakers but now point the way toward a new era of innovative therapies and big profits. Vertex hopes to have
treatments for roughly 90 percent of cystic fibrosis patients by around 2020. (AP Photo/Gregory Bull)

Biotechnology Changing Pharma Research Landscape

With many best-selling products recently losing market exclusivity and advances in biotechnology undercutting
the entire concept of a drug, pharma is being pushed to fill product pipelines faster than individual R&D
departments can develop new compounds or transform them for commercialization. For example, A drug used to
be conceived as a small-molecule, chemically-manufactured product. These pharmaceuticals were made more
effective during late 20th century, and now the current market for their development is concentrated in finding
novel doses, administrations or uses for existing drugs. Today, large-molecule biologics are the real center of
drug innovation, and medical devices are even competing with traditional drug therapies.
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According to recent literature, it may now costs an average of $2.5 billion to get a novel drug to market. Further,
very few products ever hit blockbuster status - $1 billion in annual sales – making the investment for R&D
increasingly costly for companies.

Despite the claims that it takes billions to bring a drug to market, new technologies such as Molecular modeling
and computer assisted drug design and DNA sequencing  are allowing research to occur at lower costs,
especially in the early stages. A small team of the right scientists, for example, can advance an investigational
product into Phase II clinical trials far less expensively today than ever before. This means that Big Pharma
companies don’t necessarily have an advantage over lean start-ups during the early stages of the product
lifecycle. However, even in the case that a small company has an approved drug, it isn’t any easier to
commercialize products in the United States.

Commercialization Trumped By M&A

Growth through M&A is not a new concept. It is a model that formerly small – to mid-sized pharma companies
like Gilead, Valeant, and Activis have pursued aggressively over the past decade. While certain changes may
have made successful research more feasible at smaller firms, they have not made commercialization any less
challenging.

Scientists Matt Drever, left, scrapes bacteria from an agar plate during an antibody phage experiment as principal scientist Charlie
Holst watches at the Pfizer laboratory at the the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF) Mission Bay campus in San

Francisco. (AP Photo/Jeff Chiu)

Big Pharma refined its commercialization skills during the peak of the blockbuster model - navigating strict
regulations of drug promotion, patent and marketing exclusivity rights, taxes, payor and prescriber formularies,
the reimbursement processes and more. Further, it learned how to acquire, protect and license intellectual
property after Bayh-Dole and Hatch-Waxman Acts passed. There was also evolution on how to use long-term
regulatory strategies to maximize commercial potential of drugs and how to educate providers and patients in
decision-making.

Many believe quality standards were raised in the last decade, and everyone agrees that new markets were
created. Despite the introduction of many new legal and regulatory hurdles, pharma was quite good at
adaptation. However, when it comes time to leave the lab and commercialize a product, Big Pharma’s big
resources make a big difference, and small companies know this. If nimble biotech companies assume the high
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risk of research and early clinical development (often in lean start-up models) then Big Pharma can see what
experiments could one day become viable products before investing in them. Take, for example, Gilead’s 2011
$11 billion gamble on Pharmasset that had a late-phase-clinical prospect for the treatment of hepatitis C. That
late-phase prospect is now known as Sovaldi.

Could M&A Make Health Care Better?

Although the constant M&A activity makes for an unstable pharmaceutical job market, the emerging
development and commercialization model - counterintuitively - may make for good health care. Perhaps there is
a better chance of discovering treatments for the diseases plaguing Americans when more companies conduct
R&D, large and small. And, maybe with M&A helping the smaller firms, we can get those treatments to patients
faster by utilizing Big Pharma’s commercialization skills.

While consolidation is not always encouraged in business, each pharmaceutical M&A could bring us closer to
turning good science in the lab into good medicine in your cabinet.
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